Brancato elected president at SGA elections

By Patrice Crooks
Mark Brancato was elected president as 1,440 of a possible 10,125 MSC students turned out for this year's SGA elections.

When the polls were tabulated yesterday, Brancato, current SGA vice president, received 861 votes to Perry Schwartz's 584.

Brancato expressed his gratification in winning the election. "The first one I want to thank is God for his unerring strength. Next, I would thank my entire, fantastic campaign staff for their hard work and dedication. All love you all! I am looking forward to a really exciting year, by finally putting the SGA in the limelight as it should be as the student advocate. That is what we are here for and that is what I ran for."

Keith Roachford was elected to the position of vice president with 823 votes over Andy Healey's 303 votes and Doug Finkel's 248 votes.

Roachford currently serves on the president's cabinet as vice president for academic affairs. "This is just the beginning. We have a long road ahead of us and I am ready to further my work for the students. I am committed to the cause of serving students and my doors will always be open for student input," said Roachford.

"I plan on working with a lot of new and creative ideas to be implemented in full force in the Fall. I would like to improve the image of the SGA as well as promote the services. I also feel that it is imperative to motivate the legislators and close the communication gap between the governing body and the student body. Jones is presently a legislator and special events coordinator for Spring Week.

Mark Skrabonja, officially unopposed, was elected to the position of treasurer with 938 votes. Skrabonja has assisted present SGA treasurer Frank Little since the beginning of February this year. "The students of MSC have now placed their future financial confidence in my hands, for which I am grateful. I appreciate all of the students who voted and it will be a great experience along with the personal responsibility and dedication."

And the winners are... from left, Mark Skrabonja (treasurer), Mike Rodak (Board of Trustee rep.), Mark Brancato (president), Patty Jones (secretary), and Keith Roachford (vice president).

Students express views on Libyan bombing

By Joanne Cummings and Lynda Fox
"It is a tragedy. I hope nothing like this happens again. " I feel Reagan was completely justified in his action."

These were two varying MSC student opinions regarding the American bombing on Libya this past Monday.

According to White House spokespeople, the bomb raid on targets in Libya was a result of a series of terrorist provocations, the prominent incident being the Libyan-sponsored bombing on April 5 of a West Berlin discotheque. One American serviceman was killed and fifty Americans wounded in this attack.

The American bomb raid targets were directed at the headquarters of Libyan leader Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi, suspected terrorist training camps, military command posts, and airfields. Reports indicate that these targets were hit as well as residential neighborhoods in Tripoli and Benghazi, killing and injuring civilians. At this time, no public report has been made available giving an estimate of casualties.

MSC students were questioned as to what their opinions on the attack were. General topics discussed: support or non-support of Reagan's action; students' predictions about the escalation vs. diminishing of future terrorist acts; and the student fear and concern with violent American actions leading to war.

The following are the opinions of several MSC students:

Mark Brancato, finance major/political science minor
"I think we were justified in our actions against Libya. For months we have been trying to negotiate diplomatic relations and asking for allied support. Nothing has worked. We told Qaddafi, 'If your activities don't stop, we will retaliate,' and we did.' Brancato predicts that Libya will retaliate and the U.S. will respond in similar tactics. "They will eventually see we are not going to play games."

Steven Williams, graduate student, accounting/computer science
"I don't know why Reagan took those actions. I don't know everything about the matter."

Commenting on the widespread terrorism Williams stated, "These people are militarily weak. They are unhappy with things and terrorism is the only way a fanatical leader can take actions on other countries. Even if they begin to fear us, they will still attack our allied countries. This may not stop terrorism; it may just transfer it."

Paula Lenox, political science
"I think that Reagan is doing the right thing but he is going about it in the wrong way. He should go in and destroy all of them (Libyans) rather than just bomb small areas. If they're going to do it, they should blow them up all over, otherwise it will linger on for years."

Adolfo Saez, mathematics
A transfer student from Peru, Saez states, "I like peace. I expect that what Reagan has done is not adding peace to the world. There are many other solutions other than the use of force. However, what Reagan has done is already done."

Bruce Withhold
"I don't think there's ever any justification for killing innocent people."

Jeanne Rosselli, history
"I don't think we should have done it. Two wrongs don't make a right. We are killing innocent people and lowering ourselves to the level of the terrorists."

"I'm really upset with the way people on this campus are treating the issue. They feel that we should go in and kill them, and they hope Qaddafi is dead. We are insensitive to the value of human life. It is scary."

"Aren't we terrorists in the same sense they are (by bombing residential areas and bases)? It's not stopping terrorism, it's continuing it."

"I don't think there's ever any justification for killing innocent people."

While some students express the need for forceful and violent actions towards Libya's state supported terrorist groups, others think that more peaceful measures should have been applied.
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Over 8 million women suffer from endometriosis

By Regina Slavinski

Over 8 million women in the United States suffer from endometriosis, a chronic disease affecting women in their reproductive years, according to Jacob, a woman who spoke Wednesday at the Women's Center.

"It is the leading cause of pelvic pain and infertility," she said.

The endometrium is the tissue that builds up inside the uterus and sheds each month in menstruation. In endometriosis, that tissue develops into growths or implants outside the uterus usually in the abdomen. In rare occurrences, growths form on the lungs, arms, thighs, and other areas. These growths are not cancerous.

"The growths increase in response to menstrual cycle hormones, particularly estrogen," said Rubino. "They build up, break down and bleed but can't leave the body. This results in internal bleeding, scar tissue formation, inflammation, and degeneration of the blood and tissue inside the body."

"Other complications include: rupture of the growths which may spread the disease, interference with blistering function — a higher rate of miscarriage, increased risk of pregnancy in the fallopian tubes and infertility."

"Endometriosis tends to worsen with time. It goes in cycles of remission and recurrence."

"The most common symptom of endometriosis is pain before and during periods, during ovulation and with or after intercourse," said Rubino.

"However, it's important to know there is no relationship between the amount of pain and the extent of endometriosis."

In addition to pain, heavy or irregular bleeding and infertility may occur.

The most common theory on the cause of the disease is the transudal migration theory. It suggests that during menstruation some tissue may back up and squeeze out through the fallopian tubes. Other theories propose that endometrial tissue is carried through the lymph system or the blood to other areas, passed on genetically or through surgery.

"There is no empirical evidence that tampon use is related to endometriosis although it is a possibility," said Rubino. "You just have to use your own judgement."

The best diagnostic tool is laparoscopy, a minor surgical procedure in which a tiny incision is made by the navel and the abdomen is distended with carbon dioxide gas to make the organs easier to see. An instrument with a light on the end is inserted into the incision to look inside and detect growths.

While there is no cure for endometriosis, treatments include a removal and burning of the growths.

Hysterectomy or, more commonly, hormonal treatments, said Rubino. Danazol stops estrogen but it is expensive ($100-$150 a month), a low success rate and causes possible side effects of acne, hair growth and nausea.

Accurate diagnosis using a laparoscopy prevents incorrect treatment that could have serious implications. For example, if a person were thought to have endometriosis but it was actually ovarian cancer, hormonal treatments would spread the cancer.

Anyone who suspects that they have the disease should talk to other women for possible recommendations of doctors knowledgeable in endometriosis. The Endometriosis Association can provide information too.

"Most importantly, stay informed. Don't rely on the medical profession to tell you what to do," she said.

Students efforts pay off in alumni phonathon

By John Mullarkey

The MSC Alumni Association would like to thank the following students and members of the AISE for their efforts in the 1986 MCAA Phonathon held recently at the Alumni House: John Brown, Helen Givelis, Flo Givelis, Rosa Gioiello, Dave Grasso, Paul Griffin, Bill Scaturo, Nanci Valente—(APO); Andrea Walter—(SIBLING HALL); Lisa Butera, Ellen O’Conner, Vincenzia Leonelli, and Dee Romans. For their efforts, $45,891 was raised by calling alumni and requesting pledges. The overall total was $66,257, making this year’s Phonathon the most successful to date.

At every annual spring, the Phonathon is a very effective technique for raising about 50 percent of the Alumni Association’s annual budget. This budget benefits MSC through student scholarships, faculty stipends, travel grants, Homecoming, athletics and Career Support programs.

During the Phonathon, student groups and organizations compete for individual and group prizes with a grand prize of $250 awarded to the group and $50 to the individual that raises the most money. Individual prizes such as gift certificates to the college bookstore are awarded nightly.

This year’s group prize was awarded to APO whose callers raised $17,480—50. A provision of $100 was added to AKP with $5,936; third prize of $25 was awarded to CLASS 1 CONCERTS, which raised a total of $5,130. The individual top caller was John Brown of APO, who collected $50.


"There were a lot of港澳性 beings on the air," said Homecoming for the Phonathon. "Many people raised money for possible recommendations of doctors knowledgeable in endometriosis. The Endometriosis Association can provide information too.

"Most importantly, stay informed. Don't rely on the medical profession to tell you what to do," she said.

Charters approved

By Kathy McDonough

PHI CHI THETA, a national, professional women’s business fraternity was granted a class four charter at yesterday’s SGA meeting.

The fraternity is open to men as well as women. A representative stated the need for flexibility in the program. Their activities include campus clean-up, camping and hiking trips, and the upcoming Earth Care Week, beginning April 22.

A provision by SILC stated that a person involved in a varsity sport can participate in SILC activities not related to their particular sport. For example, a varsity football player cannot participate in SILC activities. A representative stated a need for flexibility in the program. Their activities include campus clean-up, camping and hiking trips, and the upcoming Earth Care Week, beginning April 22.

A provision by SILC stated that a person involved in a varsity sport can participate in SILC activities not related to their particular sport. For example, a varsity football player cannot participate in SILC activities not related to their particular sport. For example, a varsity football player cannot participate in SILC activities not related to their particular sport.

Don’t rely on the medical profession to tell you what to do." she said.
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Hiring Now
Become a T.D.S. Teamworker
MARKERS CHECKERS
QUALITY CONTROL

As a member of the T.D.S. Team the following advantages can be yours:
— Incentive program-Added $$$ can be earned
— Hourly starting wage higher than minimum
— On the job training-No experience necessary
— Five shifts available
  8 a.m.-12:00  1:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
  9 a.m.-1 p.m.  5 p.m.-10 p.m.
  6 p.m.-10 p.m.
— Conveniently located off Route 46E
Please apply in person
Monday-Thursday
12:30-4; 5-5:30

TDS
50 Rt. 46 E. Gordon Drive
Totowa, NJ
(Directions take Union Blvd., South to King Road at RR tracks, make left onto Gordon Drive.)
E.O.E.

ADVERTISING SALES
ESTABLISHED NEWSPAPER
SEEKS ENERGETIC INDIVIDUALS
FOR OUTSIDE SALES POSITION,
LUCRATIVE COMMISSION STRUCTURE.
PLUS BENEFITS.
EARNING POTENTIAL TO
'20,000 FIRST YEAR
CAR NECESSARY,
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED.
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW
CALL
778-1400
BETWEEN 9-5PM
ASK FOR JANET OR FRANK

Twister®

April 23rd
Pre-Registration Forms Available
In The SGA Office and at Information Desk
Complete and Return to the SGA Office
Fee: 25¢

For More Info Call 893-7160
An S.G.A. Sponsored Event
**Snack bar raided at College Hall**

By Vivette Watson

Burglars kicked in the door of the Snack Bar in College Hall between 4:21 p.m. on Sun., April 6 and 6:05 a.m. on Mon., April 7, and stole 24 cartons of cigarettes and six boxes of candy. Total value of items is $325.

The incident was repeated between 7:30 p.m. on Thurs., April 10 and 6:05 a.m. on Fri., April 11. Money, candy, drinks and cigarettes were stolen. The total value of cash and items is undetermined. Campus police are investigating the two incidents.

On Wed., April 9, between 7:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m., the owner of a '79 Chevy Monte Carlo returned to his car in lot 13; he found the front windshield smashed. On Tues., April 8, between 9:30 a.m. and 11:45 a.m., persons attempted to remove the T-Roof of an '81 Chevy Camaro in lot 22.

Someone broke the window of a '74 Pontiac in lot 30, between 7:30 p.m. and 11:10 p.m. on Sun., April 13 and stole a 150 pair of sneakers.

On April 9, at 2:26 a.m. a female caller reported a bomb in Bohlin Hall. Similarly, a male caller reported a bomb on the fifth floor of Blanton Hall at 4:40 a.m. on Sat., April 12. The buildings were evacuated and searched. No bombs were found.

**MSC budget reviewed**

By Tom Boud

Vice President for Administration and Finance William Griffith conducted a presentation discussing the state-budget and MSC’s financial status for 1987, at last Thursday’s Board of Trustees meeting.

"The State of New Jersey is earmarking 3.7 billion dollars (40% of the state budget) for education of all types for fiscal 1987. This is a 230 million dollar increase from the previous budget but only 9 million is set aside for higher education," Griffith said.

Griffith commented on the budget. "Fiscal 1987 may not solve all of our budgetary problems but at least higher education is keeping up with all other areas of the budget in terms of monetary appropriations," he said.

Faculty Senate Representative Kathleen Wilkins underlined the need for more money, citing faculty morale. "Faculty morale is low because they are overstretched. They are understaffed and not getting enough secretarial help and they find themselves struggling to maintain the level of teaching quality to the students," Wilkins said.

Wilkins said that unsatisfactory advancement opportunities are also contributing to the moral problem. "Poor promotional opportunities and poor benefits compound the problem. This is all related to the problem of underfunding. In fact, MSC is being singled out among all other colleges for having a history of under-funding."

MSC President Donald Walters responded to Wilkins’ report of low faculty morale. "I am aware of the underfunding situation and have been lobbying a long time for more money by regularly meeting with state legislators. A lot of effort has gone in but no pay off has been achieved," said Walters.

Waiters called upon the public to protest the shortage of funds. "I think it's time the public, especially college students, should contact their state legislators and let them know that they care about MSC’s financial troubles. After all, this issue affects their education," Walters said.

In other news the Board of Trustees unanimously approved a preliminary proposal for a joint five-year Bachelor’s/Master’s program in practical anthropology.

Dr. Bertha Quinatana, chairperson of the anthropology department explained the envisaged merger in a later interview. "This innovative idea would put the Bachelor’s of Anthropology and the Masters of Anthropology together in a five-year program. The proposed program itself involves 151 semester hours of study with 12 of those hours in actual field work," said Quintana.

Quintana said that the program is the first of its kind in New Jersey. "Insofar as practical anthropology, this is definitely a unique program which is also geared toward the job market; especially middle level positions in non-faculty professions," Dr. George Michelli, assistant vice-president for academic affairs who is overseeing the proposal’s movement said in a telephone interview. "The MSC proposal will soon be in the hands of the Dept. of Higher Education which will circulate it among all the other state colleges in New Jersey for additional input.

**11 scholarships offered to students**

By Regina Slavinski

Nicholas Michelli Dean of Professional Studies, announced the availability of eleven new scholarships for Education majors for the 86 - 87 school year.

Eight $500 scholarships for senior student teachers will be granted by the Ruth Lewin Endowment Fund. Applicants must show financial need and academic performance.

Three $1000 scholarships for juniors or seniors fully admitted into the teacher education program will be funded by the Teachers Club of Montclair. Applicants will be judged on academic performance in addition to activities and a written essay indicating a commitment to teaching.

"There is an impending shortage of teachers," said Michelli. He estimates 1.6 million openings for teachers in the coming decade with 40,000 positions available in New Jersey alone.

"The government raised the starting salary of those holding a Bachelor's degree in education and a teaching certificate from $13,000 a year to $18,500 a year," he said.

Michelli hopes the scholarships, job availability, and higher pay scale will encourage students to pursue education as a career.

Applications will be available, April 23, at Chapin Hall, Room 106 (and due back) May 2. Scholarships will be awarded at a ceremony, May 21.

---

**SENIORS you can not graduate until...**

**you attend the Senior picnic!!**

---

**—WHEN: Tuesday, April 22**

**—WHERE: Multipurpose Field**

*(the field below the Fieldhouse and by the track)*

**TIME: 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.**

**FOOD..., REFRESHMENTS..., & FUN**

**VOLLEYBALL, SOFTBALL, FRISBEE...**

So come have some fun!!!

**FREE FUEL**

**FREE FUEL**

**FREE FUEL**

**FREE FUEL**

**FREE FUEL**

**FREE FUEL**

**PLEASE BRING YOUR MEAL CARD**

**SPONSORED BY YOUR SGA AND THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION**

**MSC I.D. REQUIRED TO VALIDATE SENIOR STATUS**
LATIN WEEK'S CLOSING NIGHT DANCE

Featuring

Santo Domingo's Best

EL SINDICATO

also

D.J. RAMON

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

SATURDAY, APRIL 19th, 1986

7 p.m. - 2a.m.

at THE RATHSKELLER

Dress to Impress

$5. in Advance $7. at the Door

LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION

LASO IS A CLASS I ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA

for Information LASO 893-4440
The Montclarion/Thurs., April 17, 1966

If you know now what you would like to do, you don’t have to wait until graduation to begin your career. People Express is offering you the chance to get a head start on your future by working for us, part time, in our dynamic new Intern Program, while you are still in school.

In Phase I of our program, you’ll work as a Customer Service Representative—interacting face-to-face with our customers while getting involved in the whole spectrum of ground operational support activities. Upon graduation, you will be an eligible candidate for our Phase II Post Graduate Program.

If you are highly competent, with a real capacity for compassion, caring and concern for people, we would like to meet you. You can start your career with People Express right now. If you are a full time student with a 2.5 cumulative GPA call today to learn more about our Intern Program.

To schedule an interview call:
961-8505/3454
Monday-Friday
From 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

Equal Opportunity Employer
**Part-Time Sales**

With Management Potential
NYC's Largest Sofabed Specialist
$6.00 per hour plus commission
Excellent exposure into retail world
Good appearance, outgoing personality
and conscientious work habit necessary.

**NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED**

We are open 63 hours
Mon. thru Fri 10-9
Sat. 10-6
Pick your hours

**JENNIFER CONVERTIBLES**

Interviews conducted in our Route 4 Store
Contact: Mr. Falk 343-0300

---

**Discount Computers**

Spring Special: XT Clone

- Fully IBM XT compatible *256K* 2 360K drives
- Color/graphic/printer adapter *AT keyboard
- Mono monitor *135W power supply *8 slots.

Free $300 value 1200 Bd modern to first to first three customers with purchase of above system!

Also accessories and upgrades

Call For Low Low Price
942-3128

---

**WANTED:**

Treasurer's Position
at the Montclarion

Great experience for Accounting, Finance, or Business Majors. No experience necessary — will train.

Contact Maria at the Business Office of the Montclarion
Room 113
Student Center Annex
Phone 893-5237

---

**RETAIL**

There's a great job waiting for you at Bamberger's

Your education shouldn't be limited to the classroom. The well educated person has knowledge and experience in many areas of life.

Working for Bamberger's, while still in school, gives you the opportunity to learn retailing first hand, while being exposed to our management, marketing, materials supervision, security areas and more!

Working even part time at Bamberger's puts you in the largest division of the industry-leading R.H. MACY CORPORATION... from here you can show your initiative, meet dynamic, motivated people, and possibly begin a career.

BAMBERGER'S, WILLOWBROOK has just undergone a tremendous expansion and renovation plan, and this activity has created the need for many new employees. If you and your friends come down together, perhaps you can car pool to work together!

Bamberger's can offer you a strong salary with benefits package that includes a substantial shopping discount. **Our part time schedules cover both days and evenings**, and remain fixed from week to week. Bamberger's is an equal opportunity employer M/F.

The opportunities are here... so please apply in person to:

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
WILLOWBROOK MALL
BAMBERGER'S
**SGA Elections**

cont. from front page

But along with this responsibility there comes a need for change. If we are to get financial resources from students then we must realize that these resources will be spent to best serve them. I will not be comfortable as long as there is financial waste in our system.

For the position of secretary, Patty Jones won with 881 votes to Barbara McCunn’s 404 votes. “I have never felt so incredibly ecstatic and ex-hausted at the same time! The hard work paid off and I would like to thank my unbelievably dedicated campaign staff for everything. I am really psyched about winning and I am looking forward to working with Mark and Keith.

Mike Rodak, unopposed, was elected for the position of Board of Trustees Representative. “I personally thank the students for bestowing their trust in me. I feel that I have dealt with the problems concerning money for financial aid to state colleges, but they must be confronted continuously. Students face parking and other campus-related problems that must be brought forward. I thank Dennis Mudrick, who in his term has started a legacy of good representation. It now must be continued. My message to the Board; students deserve respect and I will make sure that they get it. I feel that the board must become more involved with students. I look forward to dealing with President Walters and the Board of Trustees for my ten years of political experience to that body. The time for representation is now and I am pleased to hold this position.”

Mike has been a legislator and has chaired the External Affairs Committee. Presently he is the vice president for external affairs on the President’s Cabinet and he is also the assistant to the Mayor and Council in Hackensack.

Dave Handal, SGA President for the past two years is pleased with the students choices for next year’s executive board and is optimistic about the future of the SGA. “I think that we have the most qualified people for the positions and there is no doubt in my mind that next year’s executive board will be the best ever. I feel that I have learned a phenomenal amount in my two years. I have no regrets and I wish my successors the best of luck!”

Dean of Students Dr. Edward Martin also expressed his congratulations and is looking forward to an excellent cooperative year. He believes that the incoming executive board is primed for representing the students’ interests.

**TEST YOUR STRENGTH.**

**QUITTING. IT COULD BE THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.**

---

**NEWS NOTES**

**Memorial Service for Prof. Chapman**

A memorial service will be held for Professor Anne M. Chapman on Sunday, April 20, at the fountain in front of Harry Sprague Library at 2:30 p.m.

Chapman, a professor in the fine arts department, died Sunday, March 30, after a long illness.

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Chapman attended the Cleveland Institute of Arts and the Cranbrook Academy of Art, earning degrees in Ceramics and Sculpture. She taught at the University of Mississippi, Pennsylvania State University, the University of Florida, New York University, and the University of New Mexico.

In 1966, Professor Chapman came to MSC. Most recently, she taught color studies and papermaking; she also taught sculpture and fibers. She was an accomplished artist in all these fields, exhibiting her work and the work of her students in this year's papermaking exhibit on campus; her works in drawing, painting, fibers and clay are in the permanent collections of the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Everson Museum of Art, the New Jersey State Museum and other galleries and museums; her work is also in many private collections. She won various awards, including honors at the New Jersey Craftsmen's Show.

Chapman also co-designed the Sprague Library fountain with retired art faculty member Brian Watkins of MSC. The fountain, entitled “Four Elements,” consists of four reflective planes representing the four elements of air, fire, water and earth. It was designed to replace the original fountain, which was part of the Sprague Library ventilation system. Installed in 1977, the fountain was funded in part by a gift from the Class of 1970.

Chapman is survived by her stepmother, Mary Chapman, and her aunt, Grace Gerschman.

**Walkamerica**

Meet the challenge! WALKAMERICA for the MARCH OF DIMES! Help prevent birth defects by registering now for the 20 kilometer walk-a-thon to be held on Sunday, April 27, 1986 at C.E. Lummus, Broad Street, Bloomfield. Pick up your registration form at the WMS-FM offices Room 110, Student Center Annex, or call 893-4256.

**Academic Affairs of BSCU**

Sponsors a Spring Lecture Series

presenting:

John Smith

Director of Personnel, IBM

April 29th

"Blacks in Fortune 500 Companies"

Lecture at 7:30 p.m.

SC Cafeteria B & C

Plan to Attend!

BSCU IS A CLASS I ORG. OF THE SGA
The Conservation Club

Announces
"The Great Aluminum Can Race"
(to kick-off our new recycling program!)

It's easy to play—the winner is the person who collects the most ALL ALUMINUM cans.

1st Prize:
6 tickets to a Mets game

cans will be weighed the week of May 5th... so start saving now!

Remember... we want your cans!
Questions?—Call the Club at 893-5102

The Conservation Club is a Class 9 of the SGA
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER by John Paul

EVER SINCE GAMMA RAY GOT HIS PET HUMAN, HE'S BEEN THE ENEMY OF EVERY MONSTER ON THE BLOCK!
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ACROSS

1 Grate
5 Halt
9 Small rug
12 Spoken
13 Drink heavily
14 Gershwin
15 Stupefy
17 Symbol for tantalum
18 Scottish cap
19 Precious stones
21 Name
23 Implies
27 Symbol for tellurium
28 Cornered
29 Deep yearning
31 Bow
34 Babylonian deity
35 Lair
37 Legal matter
38 Rupert abbr.
40 Work at one's trade
42 Canine
44 Shoulder wrap
46 Latin conjunction
48 In shreds
50 Unadorned
53 Invoice
54 Organ of hearing
55 Teutonic deity
57 Tell
61 Nothing
62 Indefinite amount
64 Son of Adam
65 Attempt
66 Spreads for drying
67 Fume

DOWN

1 Take unlawfully
2 Exist
3 Everybody's uncle
4 with a bullet: slang
5 Stalks
6 As against
7 Choose
8 Fuel
9 Fingerless glove
10 Sea in Asia
11 Domesticate
16 Sowed
20 Pippen
22 Italy abbr.
23 Walk
24 Mountains of Europe
25 Earth
26 Weight of India
27 Cut up
30 Cuttlefish
31 Agave plant
32 Border
33 Act
34 Pertaining to the stars
35 Fish eggs
36 Aboriginal name
38 Either's partner
39 Latin conjunction
40 Indian
41 Annual: nickname
42 Idiot chatter
43 Golf mound
44 Enemy
45 An antlered animal
46 Where are you going?
47 Agave plant
48 Wears an abbr.
49 Wearies
50 Shut up
51 Den
52 Bird's home
53 Star
54 Island
55 India
56 Lincoln's
57 Dominant woman
58 Husband of married
59 Son of Adam
60 Antlered animal
61 Boy
62 Word for quiet
63 Attorney
64 Acquaintances
65 Self-made man
66 Canadian
67 Physician
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Bombs aren't the only weapon against Qaddafi

The world is up in a roar over America's bombing of military targets in Libya. Here, the majority of the media has said that most Americans are backing this direct retaliation to terrorism. Yet, there are people demonstrating against it.

While terrorism has been on the rise over the past few months and many innocent people have been murdered, why have we decided that Qaddafi personifies terrorism? While he may be the loudest and most insane mouthpiece, who's to say that he represents all terrorists? There are many terrorist groups roaming around Europe who do not belong to the Qaddafi school of terrorism. Yet, if another terrorist attack occurs as a result of our bombing targets in Libya, will we assume that the Colonel has struck again?

Qaddafi is not innocent; Libyan terrorist attacks have made it clear that he considers all Americans enemies. So what can we lose by bombing them; one may ask? Perhaps a lot more than we realize. At this point there are reports of a revolution in Libya. Will this civil strife against Qaddafi, supposedly escalated by our attack, work to our advantage and squash terrorist tactics? Maybe we've scared them. Or will the entire Arab region back Libya? Will our action cause them to drop their differences and unite? Is this the match that will light the fuse to the crazy time bomb of global terrorism?

Only time will tell if we did the right thing.

What we should keep in mind is that violent reactions like this should never become a habit. Instead, we should increase measures to convince our allies, who have denounced this military action, that we won't stand for terrorism anymore, it isn't the ultimate solution. Money is a more powerful weapon. If we can cripple Qaddafi in this way, then the battle is half won.

What we should keep in mind is that violent reactions like this should never become a habit. Instead, we should increase measures to convince our allies, who have denounced this military action, that we won't stand for terrorism anymore, it isn't the ultimate solution. Money is a more powerful weapon. If we can cripple Qaddafi in this way, then the battle is half won.

The Montclarion is published weekly except during examination, summer, and winter sessions. It is funded, in part, by funds received from the Student Government Association Inc., of Montclair State College. Advertising rates are available upon request in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex, or by calling the business department (201) 569-4248. The views expressed in the editorial pages, with the exception of the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Montclarion.
“Incompetent” ex-legislator speaks on SGA

To the editor:
The Montclarion has demonstrated once again that it is a biased faction of the SGA. In last week's issue, the lead article headlined that three prominent SGA legislators were removed from their positions due to "unexcused absences". Was there any motive or point in headlining a statement that could not be followed by a story?? I feel that this was a blatant display of manipulative editing. When was the last time SGA news was frontpaged, much less the lead story?!

Not only did the Montclarion prove this once, but it reinforced its position with John Paul's cartoon. I found the cartoon to be a belligerent display of political satire. It was unappropriate, fictiously drawn and captioned in very poor taste. The legislators were not dismissed due to incompetence but to one too many missed meetings.

This leads me to my next point. The group of SGA bureaucrats that dismissed the legislators are extremely confused. First of all I heard through the SGA "grapevine" that I had been dismissed before receiving any formal notification from Gary Takavorian, President Pro-tempore. Secondly, upon receiving the formal notification of my dismissal, I read that I had surpassed the limit of three unexcused absences. Four absences would constitute surpassing the legal limit, yet I missed only three. Furthermore, one of my absences was due to a medical problem which I brought to the attention of Pam Gorsky, Secretary of the SGA.

I feel that I was a dedicated and competent SGA legislator. I was a member of the Welfare and Internal Affairs Committee, working on creating a judiciary court to represent the students. I was shocked and appalled to read this biased statement and view the Editorial cartoon. In my own defense, this is the true story behind last week's "article". But Don't worry I will be an SGA legislator again!

David Zelenay
Sophomore/political science

Kudos given to SAGA’s support of “Superdance”

To the editor:
I would like to publicly thank John Hicks and SAGA foods for all their support during Montclarier's Superdance - a 24 hour dance marathon to benefit Muscular Dystrophy.

Since Superdance lasted for so many hours our dancers were provided with food and beverages. All food for the dance was donated from various patrons. This year donations were made by the Rat, Pioneer Foods, Drakes Cakes, McDonalds, and SAGA.

SAGA went above and beyond their call of duty. When the night arrived trays upon trays of food were carried into the dance. These trays contained more food than was originally asked for...much...more! SAGA generosity was outstanding. Their contribution helped make our marathon a success!

Lisa Venezie
Superdance '86 Chairperson

The Montclarion's Letters policy

All MSC students are encouraged to express their views in the letters page.

Editorial letter guidelines
- Typewritten and double spaced
- Addressed to the editor
- Submitted by 4 p.m. the Monday before Thursday publication
- Include student's social security number, year, major and telephone number for confirmation.

Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request.

These guidelines must be adhered to or the letter may not be printed. The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all letters for reasons of style and brevity.

Montclarion recieves praise for anti-smoking column

To the editor:
We applaud The Montclarion for its column by Ellen Goodman suggesting that Nancy Reagan should add tobacco to the list of drugs whose dangers she wants to eliminate from our country.

Since participants in a discussion in the December Harpers Magazine having many different viewpoints about drugs agree that tobacco is the entry drug, in the sense that users of all illegal drugs begin with tobacco is the entry drug, in the sense that users of all illegal drugs begin with tobacco, it is especially important that tobacco not be casually accepted in educational institutions.

New Jersey already has laws against smoking in the classrooms, auditoriums, and halls of state colleges, but MSC's population continues to be plagued by smoke. We urge students, faculty, and staff to observe these laws and to encourage others to do so.

Frank S. Kalland/geoscience
Judith A. Shillcock/biology
Dorothy K. Cinquemani/anthropology
Jerome L. Landsman/music
Ruth C. Blanche/health professions

CALVIN KLEIN COSMETICS

Calvin Klein, a leader in the Fragrance Industry will be recruiting on campus for summer positions to start in June. We will be looking for individuals interested in working the second shift (5 p.m.-11 p.m.) as:

Assemblers Line Servicers
Material Handlers Picker and Peckers
Shipping Clerks

Positions available thru September possibly continuing thru Fall. Starting salary $6.00 per hour. Applications being taken in Room 104 SC Annex on April 23 between hours of 10 & 2.
Spring Week at M.S.C.

The Student Government Association helps
KEEP THE PRIDE ALIVE
AT MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

Just for the fun of it!

April 22-27
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Monday
12-3
Music fraternities
SC Mall

Tuesday
Magician/Comedian John Ferragamo
SC Mall (rain: Ballrooms) 12-1
Sponsored by SGA
Spring Run 1:30-3
SC Mall assembly
Sponsored by SILC
Senior Picnic 3-5
Multi-Purpose Field
Sponsored by Alumni Association
Lip Sync 7:30-9:30 p.m.
SC Ballrooms
Sponsored by CLUB

Wednesday
Giant Twister Contest 12-3
SC Mall
Sponsored by SGA
Earth Care Day all day
SC Ballrooms
Sponsored by Conservation Club
Sock Hop featuring The Trend
SC Ballrooms 9-12 p.m.
Sponsored by CLUB and CIC

Thursday
Caricatures 11-3
SC Mall (rain: Ballrooms)
Comedian Marty Bear 12-1:30
SC Mall (rain: Ballrooms)
Turtle Races 2-3:30
SC Mall (rain: Ballrooms)
All of the above are sponsored by CLUB
Carnival begins. Rides, booths, prizes, fun 6-12
Clove Road Parking Lot 28
Sponsored by SGA and Campus Orgs.

Friday
Daytime activities to be announced
Carnival continues 6-12 a.m.
Midnight movies 12 a.m.
Blanton/Bohn Quad

Saturday
Carnival continues 12-12
Midnight movies 12 a.m.
Blanton/Bohn Quad

Sunday
Carnival ends 12-5
ENTER THE 1987 MISS NEW JERSEY U.S.A. PAGEANT

Official Preliminary to MISS U.S.A. PAGEANT
(Produced by Miss Universe, Inc.)

Televised to Millions on the CBS—TV Network

If you are single, a U.S. Citizen, 17 and under 25 years of age as of February 1st, 1987, you may qualify for the state finals at:

AMERICANA GREAT GORGE RESORT,
McAfee, N.J.
November 14-16, 1986
(Deadline for Entry: August 1, 1986)

PRIZES INCLUDE: $1,000 cash, a Flemington Fur Jacket, many personal appearances and the ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIP to the nationally televised finals....with prizes of over $150,000 in cash and merchandise.

PERFORMING TALENT IS NOT A REQUIREMENT!

FOR FREE ENTRY INFORMATION, YOU MUST SEND A RECENT PHOTO, BRIEF BIO, NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER TO:

PAGEANTS
P.O. Box 834
East Brunswick, N.J. 08816
Musical growth hasn't diminished live Rush

By Mark Ptak

Not many bands these days are able to keep the attention of their audience and fans for any considerable length of time. Some are lucky if they can keep their heads above water past the first album. Rush, on the other hand, has not only survived drastic changes in textures and rhythms but has also been able to fill arenas and keep a captive following for more than ten years.

On March 31 and April 1, Rush played the Brendan Byrne Arena, with their opening band being, once again, Marillion. I really felt sorry for Marillion when they opened for Rush on their Signals tour at Radio City Music Hall because they were nearly booted off the stage. This time, however, it seemed that the crowd was more tolerant of their style of music. Still, it was almost impossible not to hear faint voices from behind crying, "Rush! We want Rush!" Rush is what they wanted, and indeed Rush is what they got.

Marillion exited stage left after about 30 minutes and soon enough the stage was set for the opening of the featured band. And what an opening it was! The crowd was on their feet for most of "Spirit of Radio" and "Limelight." Rush then went into the most popular song of their new LP Power Windows, the powerful "Big Money." No one could have guessed that the band would be playing a low-fi version of their hit song. Instead, Rush amazed the audience with a depsicion to incorporate the use of laser lights for the first time, which went over quite well in songs such as "Manhattan Project," "Mystic Rhythms," "Territories," and "Grand Designs." The light show effectively underscored the impact of the music. Videos were also part of the concert be without the ever-popular and infamous "Neil Peart Drum Solo"? Yes, it occurred once again in "YZ," if you haven't already guessed. Personally, I think drum solos went out in the 70's. Besides, I was there to perceive the tightness of the band as a whole, not as individuals. But Joe Concert wants a drum solo, and Peart obliges. Beyond that, the tightness of the band was exquisite, considering that the cuts from Power Windows focused on more textual musical ideas.

With this tour, the power trio incorporated the use of laser lights for the first time, which went over quite well in songs such as "Manhattan Project," "Mystic Rhythms," "Territories," and "Grand Designs." The light show effectively underscored the impact of the music. Videos were also part of Rush's ammunition, adding an extra dimension to the brilliant light show and live performance. The videos gave much more atmosphere to the idealistically conceptual songs such as "Subdivisions" and "Territories," and even more color to the frightening "Witch Hunt." And, of course, what would a Rush concert be without the ever-popular and infamous "Neil Peart Drum Solo?" Yes, it occurred once again in "YZ," if you haven't already guessed. Personally, I think drum solos went out in the 70's. Besides, I was there to perceive the tightness of the band as a whole, not as individuals. But Joe Concert wants a drum solo, and Peart obliges. Beyond that, the tightness of the band was exquisite, considering that the cuts from Power Windows focused on more textual musical ideas.

Being a musician and a keyboardist, I found "Mystic Rhythms" and "Grand Designs" to be more musically interesting than the rest of the set because of the synthesizer programming. Don't get me wrong, I enjoyed "Tom Sawyer," "Closer to the Heart," "The Trees," and "Distant Early Warning," just as much as Joe Concert on my left. And the best thing Rush did was to revitalize "2112" as an encore. It's just refreshing to know that some bands are making use of the technology that's available without having the technology dictate the direction of the music. If, after all this time, Rush can still keep the attention of their fans, old and new, then they deserve whatever success they receive.
Opera Workshop
Cavalleria Rusticana
Friday, April 24 & Saturday, April 25, 1986
8 P.M.—McEachern Recital Hall
Admission Free
Montclair State College Orchestra
Sunday, April 27, 1986—3 P.M.
Union Congregational Church, 176 Cooper Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
Admission Free
School of Fine and Performing Arts
Department of Music
Montclair State College
Call 893-5112

North Jersey
Women's Health Organization

Gynecological Care
Pregnancy Testing
V.D. Testing
Birth Control Testing
Pregnancy Terminated
Awake or Asleep* STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
227-6669
383 Rt. 46 W. Fairfield—Just 3 Miles W. of Willowbrook
PRIVATE O.B. GYN OFFICE

Join America's
Most Respected Profession:*
BE A PHARMACIST!

* According to a recent Gallup poll, Pharmacy is perceived by
the American public to be the nation's most honest and ethical
profession.

Enroll now in the PHARMACY PROGRAM at LONG ISLAND
UNIVERSITY:

■ Open the door to diverse opportunities in retail
pharmacy independent and chain, hospital phar-
macy, the cosmetic and pharmaceutical indus-
tries, research, and public health service. LIU's
College of Pharmacy has a 100% employment
record.
■ Earn the equivalent of your full college tuition
in your first year of employment based on todays
average entry-level salary of $30,000 for pharmacy
graduates.

Enter in the Spring, Summer or Fall. Our unique Trimes-
ter Program allows you to graduate in 4 years instead
of the traditional 5. (Transfer students in 2 years
instead of 3.)

Comprehensive financial aid and
scholarships for qualified applicants.

APPLY NOW FOR
SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL (718) 403-1011,
or write to Admissions Office:
Arnold & Marie Schwartz
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
& HEALTH SCIENCES
OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11201
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution

Are you denying yourself
a better shot
at grad school?

Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But
it's not too late to try to do better on your
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT. For that,
there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students
than Stanley H. Kaplan. Our test-taking
techniques and educational programs
have prepared over 1 million students.
So whatever grad school exam you're
taking, call us. Remember, the person
next to you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan course.

KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE

Conference Assistant
Position Open

Summer 1986
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
UNTIL APRIL 24, 1986

WHERE: Special Events Office
Room 400 Student Center
Between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m.

REQUIREMENTS:
1. 2.5 min. Cum
2. Full Time Under Grad Student
3. Must be of Soph. or Junior Class

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT:
June-August 1985
Includes evenings and weekends on rotating
schedule
Exploring art in Soho

Small galleries offer a break from the norm

By Beth Lysaght

If you are interested in taking a trip to the isle of Manhattan this weekend to take in the museums, why not bypass the standards like the Guggenheim and Metropolitan, and head for Soho. There are a number of interesting exhibits currently showing a variety of new artworks.

If you are not sure where to go you can start at 420 West Broadway. This building contains a number of galleries which are showing the works of contemporary artists. These galleries include: Leo Castelli, Carpenter and Hochman, Charles Cowles, German Van Eck, 49th Parallel, and Sonnabend. On exhibit at the Leo Castelli Gallery, David Salle's paintings have a resolved quality. In most of his pieces he has divided the canvas with perpendicular wooden sticks, which brings a nice three dimensional feel so the observer can become more drawn into the work. Also, his use of a canvas within a canvas, each painted with different kinds of strokes, incorporated an unexpected unity into the pieces. The subject matter, a woman, is somehow secondary to the actual forms created by the combined styles.

If you are interested in sculpture and/or entomology you'll enjoy the work of Michael Lucero, being displayed at the Charles Cowles Gallery. The work depicts various insects, with a concentration on butterflies. They are painted with clouds and wings, and decorated with cracked rocks, which form mazes much like the tunnels insects make.

If you are in architecture, the 49th Parallel is exhibiting "A Measure of Consensus: Canadian Architecture in Translation," which includes photos of urban and suburban Canada. Also displayed were aerial views of the city and grid tracks. The superimposed color squares, triangles and circles over these black and white photos bring to light the qualities of good architecture, giving depth by combining and stacking shapes like sculpture. Also, the variations of superimposed shapes are unbalanced enough to create interest, but not enough to destroy the sense of unity.

At the other galleries were primarily paintings which you can experience for yourself. While down there pick up a gallery guide to find the type of work you most would want to see. In Soho, there is an exhibit for almost every artistic interest.

Studio Theater Productions:

An Evening of One-Acts

Three one-act plays will be performed in the Studio Theater on Fri., April 18 and Sat., April 19 at 8 p.m. The plays include "Cahoot's Macbeth" by Tom Stoppard (directed by Thom Sweezy) and two plays by John Guare, "The Lovliest Afternoon of the Year" and "Something I'll Tell You Tuesday," both directed by Ruth Ann Hyson. For more information call 893-5112.

"Death of a Salesman"

The first authorized Reader's Theater version of Arthur Miller's American classic "Death of a Salesman" will play at the Studio Theater on Fri., April 25 and Sat., April 26 at 8 p.m. Admission is free. Tom Drummer heads the student cast as Willy Loman. Professor Gerald Lee Ratliff directs. For more information call 893-7343.

Film at Art Forum

Advant-garde filmmaker Bill Brad will show his 1984, 39-minute film "Coalfields," on Thurs., April 24 at 3 p.m. in Calcia Auditorium. "Coalfields" is an experimental documentary which is visually abstract but presents concrete social, sexual, personal and political subject matter. Admission is free.

Film Festival at MSC

The Best of the USA Film Festival will be held on Fri., April 18 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. Tickets are $5 standard, $4 for senior citizens and $3.50 for students. For more information call 893-5112.

Alarm concert sold out

Class One Concerts has announced that the Alarm concert on Mon., April 21 has been sold out. The concert will be held in Memorial Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The MSC-based Fear of Flying, winners of this spring's Battle of the Bands, will open, followed by the band Long Ryders.

The Lip Sync

contest in the Ballrooms

April 22nd at 7:30 p.m.

After you sing—Go swing at the RAT!

Only $1.00 with I.D.

$2.00 without I.D.

Get 2 slices of pizza and a small Coke for $1.00 during Spring Week.

of the SGA presents...
After you're done with school, you face one of the hardest lessons in life:

Without experience, it's tough to get a job. And without a job, it's tough to get experience.

At The Wall Street Journal, we recognize that experience is something you don't start earning until after you graduate.

But while you're waiting, we can give you a head start by providing some of the same competitive advantages that experience brings.

For instance, our wide-ranging news coverage gives you a clearer understanding of the whole complex world of business.

Our tightly focused feature reporting prepares you for your more specific ambitions—whether in management, accounting, finance, technology, marketing or small business.

And our in-depth analysis helps you formulate your ideas in a sharper and more persuasive way.

Call 800-257-1200*, ext. 1026—or mail the coupon—and start your subscription to The Wall Street Journal at student savings of up to $44 off the regular subscription price.

That's a pretty generous offer. Especially when you consider what it actually represents.

Tuition for the real world.

To subscribe, call 800-257-1200* ext. 1026 toll-free.
Or mail to: The Wall Street Journal, 200 Burnett Road, Chicopee, MA 01021

☐ Send me one year of The Wall Street Journal for $63—a saving of $44 off the regular subscription price.
☐ Send me 15 weeks for $26. ☐ Payment enclosed.
☐ Bill me later.

Name ________________________________
Student I.D. # ____________________ Grad. Month/Year ____________
Address ______________________________
City ______________ State ______ Zip ______

School ______________ Major __________

These prices are valid for a limited time for students only in the continental U.S. By placing your order, you authorize The Wall Street Journal to verify the enrollment information supplied above.

The Wall Street Journal,
The daily diary of the American dream.

© 1985 Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
Attention

—Art's Back: Don't miss out. April 30 - May 3. Watch for details.
—Word Processing/Typing: charge per page; all types of secretarial/organization duties charge per hour. Call Donna 744-7963. Special rates for students.

For Sale
—Attention Musicians: Get professional-sounding demo tapes recorded at G.P.M. Productions 8-Track Studio for just $15 per hour! Call 382-5245 for information.
—Biofeedback Equipment: temperature, EMG, QSR, and EEG units. 942-3198.

Personal
—Little Susan E: That Frank is a lucky man - he gets all of your time. Your big sister, Pork Roast.
—O Young Janeen and Laurel! Congratulations on your test and your recital! SAI is so proud of you both - can't wait to call you sister! Love, your Pledge Mistress.
—Peggy and Moe: After Earthcare we are going to celebrate! Shall we start the festivities with a B-ball game? Moe.
—It's finally here. The Freeman Hall Challenge. Stay up for the weekend and prove which floor is really the best.
—To all those going to the Spring Ball: Please bring gifts of no less than $50.00 in value for Jack Lyons' Birthday. If Bill Normyle can do it, so can I.
—To the girls who get a thrill from "smelling feet"! Why don't you smell your own?
—Dear Karen: I'm hungry! Get me sweets! We can do it! Love. Julie.
—Dear Big: Just wanted to say Hi! You're the best! I'm gonna miss you next year! Love ya, Julie.
—Barb McC: How do you unlock Paul's gas tank? Love ya, Carol.
—Eugene: You are too cool. I'm hot for you! Guess who?
—Rick, my darling: As always your timing is lousy. Do something about it! Little Babka.
—Tom 21: I will see you at the Rat at Midnight. Happy Birthday. Love, Foz.
—Tired of paying high prices for Oil? Then call Nubian International Petroleum! Only .66$ per gallon (500 gallon Min) Call 673-0145. Cash and Checks accepted.

—Welcome, the new Brothers of PhiAlpha Psi. We know it's late, but it is better late than never. Brothers forever, Phi Alpha Psi.
—Flowers, cologne, and obsession adds: Nice try. I think you'd better stick to gymnastics 'cause at least there you stand a chance! Guess who.
—To the greatest brother a person could have. There is not much more you can say about you guys. Thanks. Love, Foz.
BUY TWO CASES OF MILLER HIGH LIFE AND GET ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE CBS RECORDS OR TAPES FREE.

Buy Miller High Life and you can get the hottest album or tape by one of your favorite CBS artists. Stars like Kenny Loggins, Herbie Hancock, and Willie Nelson. Your choice, free. Or for only three dollars plus postage and handling, depending on where you live.

For more details, pick up a brochure at the Miller Music display wherever you buy your Miller beer. Miller High Life never sounded so good.

Miller Make the American Way.

Miller Records and Tapes From Miller Music

* Brochures are not available at your favorite store, and a self-addressed stamped envelope to Miller Music, Box 701, Church Hill, MD 21503. Promotional items were provided by CBS Records for each promotion, and do not constitute an endorsement of Miller High Life or Miller Music by CBS Records or artists. Void in Texas, and never previously taxed. Offer expires 12/31/81.
Personal

— Patty S. The Image is shot!! She lives with Killers, Narcs and Jungle Jims!! Love Walley Wolfe in Waiting.
— Desperately Seeking Goofy: Get off my wavelength!! Ice cream would be much appreciated on May 5! Love, Minus T (minus turkey, add ice cream).
— Watch for Tryouts for MSC's underground golf team. Coming Soon.
— To the frustrated Tennis Player: How can I have your balls if you have not served any yet? I'm still waiting - from Lyn the Legislator.
— To Mr. "Sunshine" on the Baseball team you can shine on my parade anytime. Write Back!!
— To the expert pool player from North Newark: love those Girbraud jeans, you're adorable! Write Back. Love snuggles.

— Congratulations to the England Crew. We're Gonna Rule the School.
— Sandi, Deanna: Hey maybe we'll visit France on the weekends!! Love, J.T.
— STAN: Thanks for the best three years I could ask for. Happy Anniversary. I love you! Susan.
— Londoneers: Don't forget, we got pictures of Big Ben Bonging! Write Back!! Lisa.
— Tracey Moots: Played with any table sugar since you left London? I wonder what Steve would say... Lisa.
— Jim: It's 2 days late but Happy Birthday Anyway. Love, Karen.
— I'm the one who gives TLC and affection. T.O. The same foot fetisher who is going nuts over some of the most gorgeous feet I've ever seen. Stay in touch! T.O.
— Doug: Had fun at NJIT Thursday. Loved that fight! Remember everyone is thinking Pinkel. Love ya, Delta.
— Camus: I am NOT happy! Signed, Sisyphus.
— Oscar: I wish I'd said that!
— Whistler: You will, Oscar, you will.
— Art's Back: Don't miss it. April 30-May 30. Watch for details.

— L.R.: It was a rough weekend for both of us. Thanks for caring. Remember spring weekend will work out. Love, J.T.

Wanted

— 2 people to share shore house with 4 girls in Belmar, 5 houses in from beach for Summer of '86. Call 228-7286.
— Help Wanted: P/T Computer Sale - will train. 942-3128.

How to get money out of someone besides your parents.

All you have to do is visit your authorized Apple dealer by June 30th and take advantage of "Apple's Student Break" rebate program.
Buy an Apple IIe, the most popular computer in education, and well send you a check for $50.
Buy an Apple III, a compact version of the Apple IIe, and you'll get back $75.
Buy a Macintosh™512K, the computer you don't have to study to learn, and you'll get a $75 check.
Or buy a Macintosh Plus, the computer that gives more power to students, and get a whopping $200 rebate.
But first, you do have to do one thing that you're probably pretty good at by now.
Ask your parents for the money to buy the computer.

— Wanted: One responsible, semi-literate write to partake in exciting, fun-filled sports journalism. Go people, meet places, I mean meet people, go places (like to softball games, etc, etc, etc) Inquire — The Montclarion - Sports Editor.
— P/T: 20 hours. Mueller Brass Iof. 785-1440.
GRADUATES CALL
1-800-457-4065
FOR $400 AND
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
by John Paul

GRADUATES CALL
1-800-457-4065
FOR $400 AND
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD

It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford Motor Company
■ You must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved Credit from Ford
■ You must have verifiable employment that begins within 120 days of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
■ Your credit record, if you have one, must indicate payment made as agreed.

■ And don't forget...you must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz, Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger, F-150 & F-250

You are eligible for $400 even if you don't finance your purchase. Use it toward your down payment or get a check from Ford after the purchase or lease.

The amount of your pre-approved credit is determined by the qualified vehicle you buy.
If a vehicle is not in dealer stock, it must be ordered by June 1, 1986. Delivery of all vehicles must be taken by August 31, 1986.

For complete details on how to get your $400 plus pre-approved credit, call the toll-free number today.
1-800-457-4065
Indians split with Trenton, defeat WPC and Ramapo

cont. from back page

proved to be the winning RBI. Garrity's (2-0) pitching sealed the victory for MSC. The senior righthander worked 3-2/3 innings of relief, allowing only two hits while striking out two and walking one. The Indians' offense managed ten hits, with McClain and DelSol getting two apiece to lead the attack.

In game two, Trenton jumped out to a 3-1 lead in the first. MSC responded with a pair of runs in the second, one on an RBI double by Spadoro, the other on an RBI single by Johnson.

The Indians then staked themselves to a 4-3 advantage in the fourth inning and played the rest of the game as if they had no chance of losing it. After the fourth inning, they had just three hits and four baserunners, none of which scored. Defensively they committed three errors. When Trenton tied the score in the sixth and pushed across a two-out run in the ninth to win it, the Indians believed they could lose. But it was too late.

Ray Castellano suffered the loss in relief of starter Jeff Vanderroef (three runs in one inning), and Brian Cheswick (4 1/3 innings, one run). Castellano went 3-1/3 innings, allowed one run on three hits, walked two and struck out two.

MSC 9 - Wm. Paterson 0

With most of the area's media attention centered around William Paterson as the Pioneers gathered a 15-1-1 record, the MSC baseball team was almost forgotten. Until last Friday, that is.

The Indians recaptured their share of the NJAC limelight Friday when they pounded the Pioneers, 9-0, in Wayne.

MSC starter Anthony Foti (six innings of work) and reliever Shaun Garrity shut down Paterson (15-2-1) on eight hits to hand them their first conference loss. The Indians climbed into a tie in the Northern Division of the NJAC at the time with a record of 4-1.

Tim Jones belted a triple and three singles, had three RBI, and three runs scored to pace the Indian onslaught. Pepe Herrero had three hits including a solo home run. Ron Spadaro added three singles to aid the Indian cause.

MSC 15 - Ramapo 2

Last year, it was one of the most hotly contested rivalries the then-New Jersey State Athletic Conference had ever seen. MSC and Ramapo met eight times last year with MSC taking six of those contests. The last Indian win sent them into the Division III World Series while leaving Roadrunners at home.

It's safe to say there was no love lost between the two schools. That left for a lot of promise in the teams' first clash this season—a clash that never materialized. Ramapo's

MSC, cont. on p. 26

Trivia Time-Out

OK, sports fans, back by popular demand, here is your chance to see just how much you know about sports facts. Each week, The Montclarion will publish a list of sports questions and answers to test your sports trivia knowledge.

In addition, there will be a sports stumper that will be answered in the following issue. If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at the Montclarion, Room 113 in the Student Center Annex. The names of those who submit the correct answer will be published in the next week's issue.

Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. What is the Children's Cup?
2. Hoyt many players per team were allowed on the court in the very first basketball games?
3. Who was the first man to win the Olympic decathlon twice?
4. What distance is an Olympic marathon?
5. What do Nolan Ryan, Steve Carlton, and Gaylord Perry all have in common?

Last week's stumper:
What was the best the MSC baseball team ever finished in the NCAA Division III World Series? Third.

Submitting the correct answer was:
Tom Branna

This week's stumper:
Who is the only pitcher, in the last fifty years, to win thirty games in one season?
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Volleyball marathon
held for Susan Arms

By Barb Hinkle
The 9th Annual Volleyball Marathon was held this past weekend at Panzer Gym. The brainchild of Maria Tome, a former president of the Student Intramural and Leisure Council, the marathon is held annually during the spring semester in order to raise money for a chosen charity/beneficiary.

Past marathons have been held for such organizations as Cystic Fibrosis, New Jersey Association for Blind Athletes, and The United Way. This year's beneficiary was Susan Arms, a former student of MSC. Susan contracted eufibromatosis, a hereditary neurological disease which has left her blind and deaf.

Teams from fifteen organizations participated in this year's marathon. Some teams requested specific hours to play throughout the night while other groups pulled teams together for drop-in competition. Larry’s Team participated the entire eighteen hours and took on anyone willing to play.

Dean Martin led a team from the Office of Student Activities which took on the SILC Alumni team headed by Frank Petrozzino. Later on in the morning the courts were blessed by a team from the Newman Center led by Father Art Humphrey. Dave Handal and the Student Government Association played during the early morning hours on Saturday. Other teams participating were from Alpha Phi Omega, Delta Kappa Psi, Class I Concerts, Alpha Kappa Psi, Senate, The Boomers, SOT’s, Molley Crew, The Montclair Wreckers, and WMSC.

Throughout the evening and morning, various prizes donated by local businesses were raffled off. The entire marathon rocked to the tunes played by WMSC disc jockeys.

Special thanks to Kris Jager for taking on this event. Also to Theresa Fedunieycz, Donna Melkonich, Kathy Glendon, Debbie Ballway, Pete Smith, Don Phelps, and Eileen Beltran.

If anyone wishes to make a donation to the Susan Arms Foundation, contact Kris Jager at 893-5245.

MSC tramples Ramapo
cont. from p. 25
pitching faltered while the Indians' offense racked up 10 hits and 15 walks en route to a 15-2 thrashing of the Roadrunners in Mahwah.

The Indians opened up a 4-0 lead in the top of the first inning, but Ramapo struck back with a pair of runs in their half of the first off MSC starter and winner Lee Gentile (3-0). Those runs came in the form of a Vinnie Giles two-run home run. Gentile was unbeatable the rest of the way. He shut out Ramapo for the rest of the six-inning contest halted by darkness. Gentile allowed five hits, struck out four, and walked none.

While Ramapo's offense was being silenced by Gentile, the Indians belted three Ramapo pitchers for two runs in the third, two in the fourth, three in the fifth, and four in the sixth. The umpires then signalled the TKO. Andy Welted knocked in three runs with a double and triple, Ron Spadaro went 3-for-4, scored three runs and drove in two. Lou Bianco had a solo home run.
One up, one down for lacrosse squad

By Dennis Campbell
Southampton 9-MSC 8
MSC's Dave Frenchi summed it up, "In good lacrosse you won't find any sissies." The fact that he was on the Indians' sideline with a broken leg only added weight to his statement.

The Indians went up against a gritty Southampton team on Saturday, at Sprague field. MSC was beaten 9-8, as the Colonials exploded for four goals in the fourth quarter to cement the victory. With the loss, the Indians' record dropped to 3-4.

Al Renosa and Mike Nugent got the Indians off to a fast start as they scored three goals in the first quarter. MSC dictated the pace of the game early on, and had many scoring opportunities, but they did not capitalize on them. Senior Gordon Smalley weaved through the Colonials defense to score an unassisted goal in the second period. Tony Petrone scored two goals in the second quarter to bring his tally to 12 goals scored in four games.

MSC dominated the third period with Marty Tuumfioo, the Indians' premier player, taking control. At 7:21 Brian Walters scored a goal on a penalty shot to give MSC a 5-6 lead. With Walters' second goal of the quarter, the score was 7-5. Southampton slowed the tempo of the game down to gain control, and the strategy was successful as the Colonials scored at the three minute mark to draw closer at 7-6.

MSC 16—FDU 7
Petrone poured in six goals to spark the Indians to a 16-7 victory over Fairleigh Dickinson Monday at Sprague Field. Ed Sargent scored three goals and set up another, and Ron Francis added two goals and three assists for the Indians.

MSC lacrosse coach Tim Sullivan, on his impression on his team's win over Fairleigh Dickinson University, said "FDU is not as skilled as some of the teams we have played, but we played a good game."

The coach singled out Tuumfioo, who has "excelled in his defensive position, and has been a strong contributor to our defense."

The coach said he is also pleased with the overall performance of the team. "The team is drastically improved from last year. The scoring input has improved and the team is more skilled."

Tuesday, April 29th
2:00; 7:00 p.m.: 9:00 p.m.
SC Ballroom
$2.00 with I.D.
$2.50 without I.D.
Softball team sweeps Rutgers, fall to second in loss to Kean

By Jim Nicola

Kean 5 — MSC 2

The MSC softball team ranked #6 in the country in Division III, suffered its first New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) loss on Tuesday night as they dropped a 5-2 decision to Kean College at Quarry Field. The loss dropped the Indians to 16-5 overall and 4-1 in the conference. Trenton State stands alone in first place with a record of 4-0.

Rankled twelfth in the nation in Division III, Kean tallied three runs in the top of the first inning. That was enough offense for Kean to improve its NJAC record to 2-3 and overall to 15-7. Sandy Fisher smashed a bases-loaded single to left to tie the contest for Kean with the three-run advantage.

Stacey Barbosa singled twice and drove in one of the two Indian runs, but Kean pitcher Jan Lemchak shut down the Indian offense in picking up the win. She scattered six hits, struck out two, and walked none.

MSC 11 — Rutgers-Camden 1

The Indians racked up 18 runs in their NJAC doubleheader sweep of Rutgers-Camden Saturday at Quarry Field, 11-1 and 7-0.

In game one, freshman Andrea Peters paced the MSC offensive attack. She drove in three of the Indians runs while collecting three hits. One of those RBIs came in the fifth inning when Upsala tallied its only runs of the game. Sue Epbrigg tripled in one run with two outs, then scored on Tracy Sedita’s single to take a 2-0 Upsala lead. That was all they would need.

The Indians managed their run in the top of the sixth when Donna Brooks doubled and scored on Debbie Emery’s one-out triple to left field. Emery was left stranded at third, though, ending MSC’s chances of victory.

The MSC lacrosse team split a pair of games last week.

SofaField

Baseball

By Jim Nicola

Bloomfield 14 — MSC 10

Despite taking three of four New Jersey Athletic Conference contests this week, the MSC baseball team lost off by losing two of its last three games. First they dropped the second game of a doubleheader with Trenton State Saturday, then, after a victory against New Jersey Tech, they dropped a 14-10 decision to Bloomfield College Tuesday in East Orange.

The Indians (17-6-1) took a 3-0 lead against Bloomfield in the top of the first when three solo home runs came from the top four men in the batting order. Centerfielder Tim Johnson and shortstop Jim Fasano smacked a pair to lead off the game, then with one out, leftfielder Andy Walter connected for a three-run Indian lead. The Indians got out to a 6-2 lead in the third inning, but that was the extent of the MSC highlights. Bloomfield erupted for seven runs in the sixth inning to overtake the Indians, 14-8.

Debbie Emery kept her mound record intact with yet another brilliant outing. She scattered six hits, struck out eight, never walked a batter, and was flawless in the field. Emery’s outing was highlighted by her first career pitching home run in the fourth and hit a batter in the top half of the inning, all charged to Trenton State.

Reliever Dave Kern earned the victory by escaping a bases-loaded jam in the seventh and finishing up the last two innings.

MSC 7 - Trenton St. 6

 MSC 10 - Marist 9

MSC 7 - Trenton St. 6

MSC 10 - Marist 9

MSC 7 - Rutgers-Camden 0

MSC 9 - William Peterson 0

MSC 7 - Trenton St. 6

MSC 5 - Trenton St. 6

MSC 4 - NJIT 3

The MSC lacrosse team split a pair of games last week.

lacrosse

The MSC lacrosse team split a pair of games last week.

See page 27.